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The Rooster Tells the Story

The Rooster Tells the Story:

Making Coq Au Vin
By Margot Russell

On a sunny day in early fall, I drove
deep into the countryside to find
an old rooster to make chicken coq
au vin.
I was looking for ingredients that
would bring authenticity to my
Burgundian casserole, and driving
out to the green places of Western
New York where pigs squealed and
cows grazed allowed me to feel
that my journey would be tasted in
my dish.
It’s the thing we intuitively know
about good ingredients--they
make food taste better, yes, but
their stories are simmered or
braised or sautéed into the taste,
yielding a complexity that’s hard to
qualify.

W

hen I see people out in their
broad blue sun hats collecting
mushrooms, or an Italian
grandmother raising bunches
of parsley to eye height for
inspection---I know they are in pursuit of stories
that will bring their food to life.

I found the little farmhouse because they’d said
on the phone it was across from a small pond
where I might have ice skated as a little girl. I
hadn’t, but I found the pond and then the old
farmhouse that sits a little lopsided on top of a
hill. Two dogs followed my car down the
overgrown driveway wagging their tails, and in
the distance, I could see an old barn and rows of
straight, green fields.
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A young couple emerged from the house and
I could tell their life in the country wasn’t about
trying to simulate an authentic farm experience:
It lacked a Martha Stewart gloss but reeked of
charm with a house that needed work, a barn that
needed love and a couple who seemed to be a
little worn around the edges from their struggle
to lead the good, simple life in the country.

The young man said he had just the old rooster
for coq au vin. “The older the rooster, the richer
the sauce,” he said. And he’s right. That’s the key
to the dish, but old roosters are hard to find.
He went to fetch it from the refrigerator in the
barn, leaving me and his shy wife to talk about
blueberries.

They had organic blueberry patches and an apple orchard, free range chickens and roosters,
some interesting cattle and plenty of space to
grow vegetables. I was impressed with their ancient kitchen, which had an old white farm table
and lots of space for chopping and peeling and
mixing on its old porcelain countertops.

She said their fruit bearing trees and bushes
were overloaded with fruit this year which told
of a bad winter to come. She handed me a quart
of big blue berries--perfect for muffins, I said, as
I thanked her.
“Or the ride home,” she offered because she knew
I’d never make it down the driveway without eating one.

It was the sort of kitchen that had dents and
scratches carved by a succession of cooks over
the years--farm women who had carried in
chickens by their necks from the barn to stuff
into old white pots. It was a place where batches
of homemade granola were mixed in thrift shop
bowls, where oatmeal was served in the mornings, where fresh eggs sunny-side- up made an
appearance on chipped blue plates.

I asked her about the farmhouse and she told me
a story of falling in love with a house that hadn’t
been lived in for decades. There were no working bathrooms when they bought it, no way to
get water, no way to move in without renovation. But they’d found a way to make the place
liveable enough for occupation and their enthusiasm carried them the rest of the way.

Bundles of herbs sat tied and damp by the sink,
as if assigned no recipe, but would casually be
added to something simple and good that would
stew in the late afternoon atop an old but functional stove. The place smelled of apples a week
or two old, of yesterday’s lemon juice squeezed
by hand, of warn leather boots and cinders from
a fire from last week’s cold.

On the way down the driveway with my old dead
rooster and eating blueberries, I hoped the smell
of that place would tell its sweet story in my dish.
Coq au Vin (which literally means rooster in
wine) was originally considered peasant food in
rural France, and the point was to make do with
what you had on hand. But always, a full bottle of
red wine would be added, and so as not to mask
the flavors but to break down the meat of the
old rooster. Real coq au vin was made with the
blood of the bird mixed with brandy and sugar,
but modern cooks are happy that a fruity, big flavored wine does a fine job.

Good food would be teased from this kitchen--carefully but casually and without the amenities of six burners, of double door ovens, of sub
zero cold. Food made here would tell stories of
their fields, the old planks in their barn, their little
girl dancing on the porch in a pretty blue dress.
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Purists will say that only a bit of thyme and a few
bay leaves are needed to add flavor, otherwise
the dish becomes confused. A complex coq au
vin is teased out with simple, good ingredients
and it should stay that way. While still the most
famous of rural French dishes, it is rarely offered
in mainstream American dining perhaps because classics aren’t good for tinkering.

delicious dish. Even my husband’s relatives from
France (who speak no English but communicate
to us through our mutual love of food when
they visit) nodded their heads in appreciation for
Molly’s coq au vin.
I loved the rooster in my recipe, and so did my
guests, who sat in our cottage by the lake with
cloth napkins, sipping wine and biting into tiny
pearl onions and mushrooms and meat doused
in rich, red wine sauce. I was hoping they could
taste the old planks from the barn where I
bought the rooster, or imagine the girl in the
blue dress dancing on a fading white porch beside the fields.

I stopped at a few markets to shop for fresh onions, button mushrooms, pearl onions, carrots
and slab bacon for the rest of the dish, buying
organic when available, being as picky as an old
cook when choosing each thing, and preoccupied with the wine I would chose.
Although less traditional than true, authentic recipes that call for old roosters and blood,
I like Molly Stevens’ recipe for coq au vin from
her book All About Braising. It’s a recipe that
takes into consideration the life of the modern
shopper and cook and still delivers a complex,

I think food should tell a story when it can---one
that explains its journey to the table and then it
should provide the comfort that we’re looking
for.

Molly Steven' s Coq Au Vin
Yield : Serves 6
Ingredients:
¼ pound slab bacon, rind removed, cut into ½

1 tablespoon tomato paste

inch dice

2 tablespoons cognac or other good brandy

One 4 ½ to 5 pound chicken, cut into 8 pieces,

One 750-ml bottle dry, fruity red wine

wing tips, back, neck and giblets reserved

2 garlic cloves, peeled and smashed

Coarse salt and freshly ground black pepper

1 bay leaf

All-purpose flour for dredging (about ½ cup)

1 tablespoon chopped fresh thyme or 1 tea-

3 tablespoons unsalted butter

spoon dried

1 large yellow onion (about 8 ounces), chopped

2 tablespoons chopped flat-leaf parsley

into ½ inch pieces

1 cup chicken stock, homemade or storebought

1 carrot, chopped into ½ inch pieces
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and discard the flour. Add another 1 tablespoon
butter to the pot. Sear the dredged chicken as
you did the first batch, turning once with tongs,
until golden, 6 to 9 minutes. The second batch
of chicken pieces may brown faster; lower the
heat if any bit of the skin begins to burn at all. A
thick ruddy rust will have formed on the bottom
of the pot that will later contribute great depth
of flavor to the sauce. Transfer the chicken to the
platter and pour off the fat from the pot without
discarding the tasty browned bits. Return the pot
to medium heat.

The Garnish:
10 ounces pearl onions (about 24 ¾ inch onions, frozen pearl onions, not thawed, may be
substituted)
2 ½ tablespoons unsalted butter
¾ pound cremini mushrooms, quartered
coarse salt and freshly ground black pepper
2 tablespoons chopped flat-leaf parsley !

Directions:

5. The aromatics and braising liquid: add the remaining tablespoon of butter to the pot and
melt it over medium heat. Add the onion and
carrot and toss to coat the vegetables in the butter. Sauté, stirring once or twice with a wooden
spoon, unit the vegetables are beginning to soften and are flecked with brown, about 5 minutes. The brown crust on the bottom of the pot
will continue to cook and soften from the vegetable juices released into the pot. Add the tomato paste and stir to smear the paste through
the vegetables. Add the cognac and bring to a
boil to deglaze, scraping the pot with a wooden
spoon to dislodge the precious crust. Simmer,
stirring a few times, until the liquid is almost all
gone. Raise the heat to high, add the red wine,
garlic, bay leaf, thyme and parsley, and bring to
a boil. Lower the heat to medium-high and simmer rapidly until the wine reduces by about half,
about 15 minutes. Stir in the reserved bacon and
the stock and bring to a boil. Using a ladle, scoop
out about ½ cup of braising liquid and set aside
for later cooking of the pearl onions.

1. The bacon: place the diced bacon in a cold,
large Dutch oven or other heavy lidded braising
pit (7-quart works well), set oven medium heat,
and cook the bacon, stirring often with a slotted
spoon, until well browned and crisp on the outside but with some softness remaining inside, 12
to 15 minutes. Transfer the bacon to a plate lined
with paper towels. Set the pot with the rendered
bacon fat aside of the heat.
2. Heat the oven to 325 degrees.
3. Dredging the chicken: rinse the chicken pieces with cool water and pat dry with paper
towels. Season on all sides with salt and pepper.
Spread the flour in a wide shallow dish ( a pie
plate works well), and dredge half the chicken
pieces at a time, placing each one in the flour,
turning to coat both sides, and then lifting and
patting lightly to shake off any excess.
4. Browning the chicken: add 1 tablespoon of
the butter to rendered bacon fat in the pot and
place over medium-high heat. When the butter
has melted, ease in the dredged pieces of chicken, skin side down, without crowding Sear on
both side, turning once with tongs, until a deep
golden brown crust forms, 7 to 10 minutes total.
Transfer the chicken to a large platter to catch
the juices. Dredge the remaining chicken pieces,

6. The braise: add the chicken pieces to the pot
in this order: place the legs, thighs, and wings,
and the wing tips, back, neck, heart and gizzard
(if using) in the pot first, then put the breast
pieces on top of them, skin side down. (keeping the breast pieces on top protects them from
overcooking and drying out.) pour in any juices
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that collected as the chicken sat, and bring to
a simmer. Cover the chicken with parchment
paper, pressing down so that the paper nearly
touches the chicken and extends over the sides
of the pot by about an inch. Cover with the lid,
and place on a rack in the lower third of the oven
to braise. After 15 minutes, turn the breast pieces
over with tongs. At the same time, check that the
liquid is simmering quietly. If not, lower the oven
temperature by 10 or 15 degrees. Continue braising gently for another 45 to 60 minutes, or until
the breasts and dark meat are fork-tender.

heat and add the remaining 1 ½ tablespoons of
butter. When the butter stops foaming, add the
mushrooms, season with salt and pepper, and
sauté briskly. The mushrooms may release a lot of
liquid at first. Continue to sauté, stirring occasionally, until the liquid has evaporated and the mushrooms develop an attractive chestnut brown sear,
about 10 minutes. Remove from the heat and return the onions and liquid to the skillet. Set aside.
8. The finish: When the chicken is fork-tender and
pulling away from the bone, transfer the breast,
thigh, leg and wing pieces of a deep platter or
serving dish (discard the wing tips, back, neck,
heart, and gizzard), and cover loosely with foil
to keep warm. Let the braising liquid settle for a
moment and then, with a wide spoon skim off as
much surface fat as you can without being
overly fastidious. Place the pot over high heat and
bring the juices to a boil. Reduce the juices
until thickened to the consistency of a vinaigrette,
about 10 minutes. Remove and discard the bay
leaf if you like.

7. While the chicken braises, cook the garnish:
if using fresh onions, bring a pot of water to a
boil. Add the onions and bring the water back to
a boil. Boil the onions for 2 minutes, drain, and
rinse with cold water. Using a small paring knife,
slip off the onion skins, and pat the onions dry. (If
using frozen onions, skip this step: frozen onions
have already been blanched and peeled.) Heat 1
tablespoon of the butter in a large skillet (preferably a 12-inch nonstick) over medium heat. Add
the blanched onions (or still-frozen onions) and
sauté, stirring and shaking frequently, until tinged
with brown, 3 to 4 minutes. Season with salt and
pepper, add the reserved ½ cup of braising liquid,
cover, and simmer, shaking the pan frequently,
until the onions are tender when pierced with the
tip of a knife, about 12 minutes (or 3 to 4 minutes
if using frozen). Remove the lid, increase the heat
to medium-high, and boil to reduce the liquid to
a glaze. Transfer the onions and liquid to a small
bowl, scraping the pan with a rubber spatula as
best you can. Return the pan to medium-high

Lower the heat, add the reserved onion-mushroom garnish, and heat through, about 4 minutes
more. Spoon the sauce over the chicken pieces,
sprinkle with the chopped parsley, and serve.

About the Author
Margot Russell is a freelance writer, the author of several books and a former news
broadcaster and reporter. She is also a Certified International Tour Director and the owner
of Blue World Journeys--a tour company that specializes in treks to Machu Picchu.
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